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New Website Release – Orbit 19 Lounge
CLEARWATER, Fla. (October 21, 2011) Orbit 19 Lounge was built from the ground up and launched in May of 2003. Their
mission is to give their guests an eclectic, hipster hangout, with a vibe of modern retro kitsch with NYC flair. There is no
pretense there, just a warm and comfortable atmosphere, with a lounge area that includes a sofa, side tables, modern
orbit chairs, as well as pool and foosball tables. Service at
Orbit 19 is exceptional and personal with a staff that has
remained intact since their inception. They serve only brand
name spirits (250 types), including their premium rail
selections, quality wines and fresh organic ingredients in
cocktails, martinis, and shots. Nineteen beers (mostly craft)
are available on tap, and they have over 75 bottled beers for
your pleasure.
As one of the few underground establishments in the Tampa
Bay Area, word of mouth is the primary source of their
success for the last 8 1/2 years. Orbit 19 is a dynamic
meeting spot for people-watching, conducting business,
and/or chilling out. Hidden behind an unassuming entrance
the lounge hosts weekly events from bands to DJs in a
diverse and relaxed setting.
In keeping with their eclectic comfortable atmosphere,
K.Tek was asked to come in and help redesign their existing
site. The team at Orbit 19 wanted the back end of their
website to flow as smooth and easy as one of their famous Cucumber Martinis! In addition to updating the look and feel
of the site, K.Tek implemented a new Events Calendar, Photo Gallery, Blog, Music Player, Updated Video Section,
“News” page to have Press Coverage stored and a CMS to have edit ability for all elements of the site. K.Tek and Orbit
19 are partners made in hipster heaven! Check out the happenings at Orbit 19 Lounge by visiting their website
at: www.orbit19lounge.com
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Development, Internet Marketing and more. For more information on how K.Tek Systems customized solutions can help
your company, please feel free to contact us at www.ktek.com or 727-726-1700
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